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Objectives

- pSCANNER: PCORI’s effort to build data networks and engage patients and delivery systems in sponsored research and translation
- pSCANNER will allow users to access data using pSCANNER portal without patient-level data leaving the institute
- Study A:
  - Engage patients and clinicians in the network governance
  - Prioritize research questions using Delphi consensus process
- Study B:
  - Conduct patient surveys
  - Identify and recruit patient cohorts
- Focus on 3 conditions: Obesity, Congestive Heart Failure, Kawasaki disease

Background

pSCANNER is designed to be a stakeholder–governed federated network that uses a distributed architecture to integrate data from three existing networks covering over 21 million patients in all 50 states:

pSCANNER participants
1. UC–ReX (UCD, UCLA, UCI, UCSF, UCSD)
2. VA (Salt Lake City, Tennessee Valley, San Diego)
3. 3.Cal FQHCs – QueensCare, AltaMed, The Children’s Clinic
4. University of Southern California (USC)

Methods and Results

Standard Data Model and Infrastructure

- All institutions in pSCANNER have agreed to standardize their data model to OMOP and to install a pSCANNER node to allow distributed computing, which greatly enhances distributed count query capabilities into multivariate analytics.
- Use standard terminologies ICDx–CM, SNOMED–CT, HCPCS/CPT, RxNORM, LOINC
- Steps will be developed in standard format, using standard operating procedures and shared across participating institutions
- Additional tools for quality auditing and assessing validity and fitness for use in both research and other secondary uses of population–level data

Privacy and Security Preservation

- pSCANNER will respond to PCORnet with results aggregated from all responding networks
- Each network has its own governance policies and processes for data sharing on the type of data requested (counts, statistics, others)
- Synchronous (real-time) and asynchronous (non real-time) modes of response will be supported

Analytical Framework

Distributed Query across network

Components of pSCANNER node

- Clinical Data warehouse
- pSCANNER Database
- Data extracted from CDW transformed to OMOP V4.5
- Loaded PCORnet CDM V1 vocabulary to transform the data to PCORnet CDM V1

Discussion

Potential Uses
- Distributed query network to benchmark cross institutional healthcare quality
- Health care providers in their local communities are empowered to respond proactively to disease outbreaks, understand the efficacy of drug treatments, and monitor health trends
- Access to large pool of data will enable to prioritize prevention procedures
- Healthcare research, example: researchers and providers could compare the effectiveness of different treatments and medications across different population without identifying individual information and data remaining behind the healthcare organization’s firewalls

Future plans
- PCORI’s Phase II goals for pSCANNER focuses on
  - Engaging patients, researchers, clinicians and health system in research and network governance
  - Preserving strong privacy and data security
  - Infrastructure that supports clinical trials within the network
  - Framework that fosters public trust in research
  - Sustainable research networks
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